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Wood craft ideas for fall

1/98 saltodemate/ShutterstockCreate some pine cones with colored felts cut into shapes for horns, feathers and noses and glued to the cones. You can use googly eyes for a fun look. Try these 14 fun DIY projects on a rainy day. 2/98 courtesy of36thavenue.comThis autumn wreath uses the classic Halloween candy in a whole new way. So just hot glue the candy on a wreath in this stacking brick pattern or,
if you prefer, in strange random patterns. 4 /98 saltodies / ShutterstockWhen it comes to pine cone crafts, here is a project that you can do with small ones. Just take out some paint and small brushes and let them decorate the cones in the colors of their choice. When you are ready, you can hang a string from the pine cone and use as a decoration or Christmas decoration. Here are 12 ideal projects to do
with children. 5/98 Heavenman/ShutterstockTry to pack some twine around part of a paper towel or toilet paper. Add a bow or other decorations and glue this basket to the bottom of a pine cone. Leave the pine cones as they are or add small ornaments. That's what small parties do. Here are 14 ways to decorate your home with a cactus. 6/98 Collision /ShutterstockCreate festive small trees with pine cones
and clay modeling. Make small clay ornaments and glue them to the edges of the cones of pine cones. Stick to Christmas colors or use orange and black for Halloween or crayons for Easter. Decorate a Christmas tree with one of these 100 ideas. 7/98 Ferumov/ShutterstockSeed a trip to the backyard to collect cones and small evergreen branches for a rustic helmet. Place the pine cones and evergreen
branches, along with cinnamon sticks and oranges, stretched with cloves in a shallow bowl. Replace the oranges when they dry and this center will continue to smell great in autumn. Check out these 14 autumn wreaths you've never seen before. 8/98 Saltodemés/ShutterstockMake shine for your festive decorations with a little shine. For this simple pine cone, spray or brush glue on the pine cone and
sprinkle on different shades of shine. Hang these cones from the tree or display them in a bowl of transparent glass. Try these nine handy tips for decorating a holiday. 9/98 Olinda/ShutterstockThis season, use pine cones to decorate packaged gifts. Use them tied on the package with a string, or paint them and wind them wet pine cones on plain wrapping paper to create a fun design. Spread some gift
wrapping ideas. 10/98 ESB Essentials/ShutterstockS bring in a bunch of pine cones and use them to create a desktop tree. First, make a cardboard cone slightly smaller than you want the tree to be. Use hot glue to attach pine cones to the cardboard cone and add fruit and twine for decoration. Try an alternative Christmas tree this season. Here are 12 cool ideas. 11 / 98 Steve pine bird for birds. Just roll
out the skewers in peanut butter and then roll into a bird seed. Hang it. It. Branch outside the kitchen window and watch the birds enjoy a wonderful dish! Check out these 14 easy DIY winter bird feeders. 12 /98 Ivaschenko Roman / ShutterstockWe love acorns because they are just perfect for all kinds of projects in art and crafts – and they are free! With a few simple crafts extras, you can make numerous
fabulously creative ideas to add fun to your autumn décor. Glue gun is convenient (supervision children, of course), but extras such as scissors, string, handicraft paper, felt pens, acrylic paints, fabrics and modeling clay all add extra pizza. And it's a good idea to dry your acorns before you start, so your DIY masterpieces last longer. So let's get started... 13/98 Mariusz C Jurgielewicz/Shutterstock It's acorn
art in the simplest, and is perfect for kids. Just glue acorns together to make small comic figures, using toothpicks or toothpicks for hands and feet, pens to add features and lumps of clay for shoes. The glass with an acorn makes a natural hat! Children love simple DIY projects, and they are a great way to pass the time of a rainy day fall. Here are 14 more fun DIY projects for all ages. 14 /98 Aneke /
Shutterstock Who can't love an acorn caterpillar, even if you're not so attached to the real thing? Slightly lighten the acorns from your cups and glue them together to form a sweet caterpillar. Use leaves, dry flowers or acorn cups to make your hats – or if you can knit, how about a small hat and scarf to keep it in the cold? And if you're fighting the real thing, here's the best guide on how to banish the most
frightening garden bugs for good. 15/98 Evanovostro/Prison If you prefer a rustic look over glamour and glamour, then these trinkets from Latvia can be your inspiration. Start with a ball of styrofoam, acorns and other natural objects such as pine cones and cinnamon sticks. Attach a hanging thread and begin to glue on the beautify until the ball is completely covered. If you are striving to create the best
dressed Christmas tree in the city, these 100 amazing ideas will inspire you. 16/98 LCRms/Shutterstock Make this charming little owl in an instant! Use body cones, acorn cups for the eyes and feet, paper or cardboard for wings and beak and feather as a beautification. Googly eyes make a perfect finishing touch. Ovi also make a fantastic theme for Halloween. Check out this project for making owls out of
small pumpkins - great if you don't like getting too messy with pumpkin carving! 18/98 LessCandles through Etsy candles can really improve the dark autumn evening, but these little beauties are in the same class of their own. Who would have thought that filling glasses with acorns with a small amount of colored wax and adding a pre-cut wicket can lead to such beautiful results? They are for catching up
(they are ideal for using small pieces of other candles) and burn for about 30 minutes. They look incredibly floating in a bowl of water, but always take into account fire safety when using some more comforting ideas for these long dark evenings? Look at our other ways to bring hygiene to your home. 19/98 HomeHearthGarden via Etsy Wreaths aren't just for the festive season of December! The autumn
wreath can bring a real artistic flair to your home and make the most of the glorious autumn colors we love so much. A simple wreath using acorns glued to a main ring is quick and easy to build, but adding objects such as dried fruits, pine cones, dried flowers, cinnamon sticks, and even dried apple slices adds extra elegance. Silk leaves make the perfect base layer, and they will not lose color or
disintegrate over time. We have many ideas for autumn wreaths – here are some of our best. 20/98 insoujewelry via Etsy And finally, how about acorn art you can wear? Necklaces, earrings and bracelets are great for adding a seasonal look to your autumn wardrobe. Even children can make jewelry in the rustic style with the help of acorns, string and natural objects, but if you prefer the market style, then
use leather, wooden, metal and glass beads, as well as jewelry finds instead. If you need a little inspiration when the days cool down and the nights are inging, then check out these 100 activities that will make you feel in the spirit of the fall. 21/98 MyGift If you don't have an acorn source in your neighborhood, you can buy realistic faxes! These artificial acorns, with caps, can be used as a real acorn for most
designs and décor. 23/ 98 Erin Cadigan/Apple Prison a day keeps the doctor away, and that makes the kids happy, too. This is because autumn apples are a great way to allow your children to invent themselves with DIY craft projects. They can range from making a simple apple figure, all the way to delicate apple carving for older children. Of course, most apple crafts are temporary, since apples do not
stay fresh for very long. But you can use dried or artificial apples if you want something more permanent. And there is no better way to add some quintessential rustic charm to your décor than using apples in all their glory. If you have apple trees in your yard, you will like this idea to take them. 24/98 Anastasia_Panait/Shutterstock is your child nerve? Capture your imagination with this clever apple made of
skillfully chopped apple. Add an orange beak, grain chain feathers and some decorative eyes. Then slide it into several branches and you have made the perfect solution for a child who does not want to eat his food. So let them create their own animals fruits and will banish meals woes forever. Did you know that you can use your power workout to speed up apple peeling? 25/98 Inna Resnik/Shutterstock
from 2D to 3D. How about this comic apple made from whole apples? We think he's a little like a snowman, no snow! Drop a stick or length of dowel through the center to keep the apples in place, and then let your creative urge catch on. Use hand twigs, draw features with a pen (or try to for even more fun) and use scrap for clothes. Older children can knit a hat and scarf, so as not to cool down. Apples will
be stored for months if stored carefully without touching each other. A set of drawers with dividers makes the perfect apple container. 26/98 Anastasia_Panait/Shutterstock This scary Halloween monster will send chills down any children's spine and is just for kids of all ages to do. Divide an apple and arrange it on the plate. Put sunflower seeds for colored teeth, a piece of fruit for the tongue (the more
colorful! And some of the molded eyes. And maybe a little red jelly for extra gore - the possibilities are endless. If you're looking for more ideas, look no further than our top tips for decorating your home and yard for Halloween. 27/98 Brsko/Shutterstock Remember when you cut the potatoes for printing on paper or fabric? Well, it works just as well with apples. Usually a vertical piece shows the classic shape
of the apple (try to choose a symmetrical apple, so the shape is clear), and you can use the leaves to add leaves. Or, cut horizontally to reveal a hidden star in the center, where the seeds are hiding. Plain cotton fabric works wonderfully , and fabric paints can be smooth to make printing permanent. Children's poster paint works equally well – just don't take it! Or why not make some autumn bunting by
printing apples on burlap triangles? Put on a paint shirt for each child and have them some creative fun. Spray paint is a great way to squeeze and tired upholstery – here's how it's done. 28/98 Damir Khabirov /Shutterstock The walk with children during autumn usually leads to bags filled with treasure like leaves, chestnuts, acorns and more. Instead of throwing them away when you get home, let your
children use them to make an autumn collage, adding dried apple slices for a variety (it's easy to dry your own apples for crafts). Leaf prints and fruit prints will make your collage even more special. 29/98 S-Photo/Shutterstock It's a quick and easy idea for some seasonal table decors and with a little observation, toddlers can do it too. In its simplest, it is simply a matter of spraying canned snow on polished
apples. You can use templates and metal or shimmering spray as well. This works well on red or green apples, but choose fruit without stains or stains or the finish will be spoiled (and bruised apples rot faster). If you have to deal with real snow and ice, you'll want to check out these 10 big snow and ice removal hacks. 30/98 nana77777/Shutterstock This project is a really bigger version of the food art for
kids, but these apple roses make a great edible beautification, and older children can manage with little practice – control them when using sharp knives, though! Red apples will be perfect for a romantic dinner, but yellow or green apples will look just as striking. When not in use, use, keep knives in a safe place and not be carried out out out of the reach of children. Our simple knife block project uses scrap
of wood and is quickly constructed. 31/98 TasiPas/Shutterstock Nothing welcomes the fall more than a beautiful wreath displayed on your neck, and apples make a superb addition to a live wreath. Children will love to help make this wreath to help bring in the season of autumn. Start with an ordinary vine wreath, then glue small overalls, fruits, leaves and apples around the ring. If you want the wreath to last
more than a week or two, use the artificial version of these elements. And here are 15 more stunning living ideas for a wreath to try. 32/98 Agnes Kantaruk/Shutterstock apples make a beautiful rustic tea light stand. Choose well-formed, unfazed apples, and help your children cut out a notch to hold a flashlight. Make sure the apple sits on the countertop, so there is no chance of it being respied. The heat
from the flashlight will slightly infuse the air with the delicious scent of apples, so your decoration looks and smells great. Of course, never leave a single lit candle unattended — many house fires are caused by candles that ignite the surrounding combustibles. 34/98 Hitdelight/ShutterstockTablescapes sets the tone for festive gatherings, and with a fall here it's time to start planning. Consider placing the
focus on silverware, wrapping it in a bag, twisting with a golden bow and tucking into accessories such as leaves, fruits, etc. That's why autumn is the best time to have a garage sale. 36/98 Ony Ho/Shutterstock Provide guests at your Thanksgiving party or other holiday with a small gift bag made of a bag. Place the piece of bag flat and place the small gift in the center. Collect the edge and tie with a twine
or ribbon. If you are making a candy bag, leave the top of the bag a little open, so you can fill it dock dock! Check out these 15 smart tips to get your home ready for the fall. 38/98 Favore Studio/Shutterstock With the full-color leaves, you'll want to take your apples outside to the patio and enjoy the fresh autumn air. Turn your patio into an autumn paradise by covering your table with a bag. Add other festive
highlights to or around the table, such as pumpkins and tabs. Round out your autumn décor with a beautiful wreath! 41/98 Maleo/Shutterstock Whether it's as a fun autumn decoration or actually keeping the crows ashore, the envelope is the fabric of choosing to make your own scarecrow. Look at these 13 amazing scarecrows. 46/98 Teresa Otto/Shutterstock Add a little humour to your pumpkins by
decorating them with cartoon-style faces. Tuck these painted pumpkins between piles of leaves in your yard and sneaky-or-gluttonous will feel welcome. Are you tired of just carving yourself year after year? We have a great idea to share! pumpkin with duct tape and spray paint. 52/98 Grandinroad Black is certainly synonymous with Halloween, so it makes sense that your dark side may want to turn a
cheerful bright orange pumpkin into a dark dark one they're from a storm. And if you want to give your dark dyed pumpkin a little more flair, make up for the black by drawing silver and sticking the tip! Black pumpkins are cool. Here's what you need to know about black mold. 60/98 Greet your guests with a warm welcome right outside the door. To create this welcoming pumpkin for yourself, we suggest
printing a pattern so as not to accidentally cut out the hollow opening of the letter. Select a script font as shown or any font. When you are ready, put a candle with batteries in your pumpkin to create a glowing greeting for your guests in the evening. Learn more about how to use your drive tools to cark out pumpkins this Halloween. 61/98 These ghost carvings are not of a sinister variety – these kindling
spirits will welcome even the youngest greeters. As shown in the image above, when cutting out this design, connect the hands and tails of the ghosts with the rest of the pumpkin so that it does not collapse inward. 62/98 Celebrate the Mexican Feast of the Dead, which begins on October 31, by creating a painted pumpkin with a traditional day of dead skulls. Use a combination of paint, markers and carving
tools to create this masterpiece. With a fall on the road, you'll want to make sure your home is ready for the cooler months. Here are 15 smart autumn home tips to consider. 63/98 This colorful orange pumpkin glows with character. Download the template from Birds and Bloomers and welcome your tricks or treats with a friendly feather face. Before you start carving this owl-o-lantern, make sure you cut off
the stem, take off the tip and remove from the entire desolate gourd and seeds. Learn the best tips on how to pay off your pumpkin. 64/98 Pay tribute to your favourite pumpkin dessert by carving it into your jar. This is very easily sculpted, although it involves sculpting the pumpkin instead of carving straight through it. Sculptural pumpkin means you'll have to partially resize through the outer skin of your
pumpkin without making any holes, creating a surface through which light can shine. Use a potato pie (or knife, if you're careful) to sculpt your pie. With the drill, you make the hole of a pie. Check out these 5 ways to use a food accelerator drill Prep. 65/98 X marks the place for this jack-o'-lantern. This simple Halloween carving is one step up from the classic pumpkin design, with its X-eyes and frighteningly
stitched smile. 66/98 If you're a pet owner, then you know you're almost never alone when you're at home. Create this lantern design to place at the front entrance and let passers-by know that someone is more than likely to observe them. Check out these 10 things you can do every day to make your home safer. 67/98 Photo: courtesy of Casey Ross from Calgary, AlbertaThis Dress your little one like a
plump pumpkin on a trick-or-flattering night. And don't forget to the other pumpkin! If you're at a ch moment, use Mr Potato Head push-in pieces to decorate the jack-o'-lantern. 68/98 photo: courtesy of Tina Martino, Hewitt, New JerseyStates light autumn hues of bright orange pumpkins. Or go with a more unique color palette using white or pale green pumpkins. Plus: 5 Ways Smart homeowners deal with
the 69/98 Autumn Leaves Bats aren't welcome guests in most homes, but they're the perfect creatures to carve into a pumpkin for Halloween. Use the same bat pattern in several different places of the pumpkin to create this design. If you have bats in the attic, learn how to prevent bat problem in your home. 70/98 If you're more like a cat than a dog lover, why not show your love for cats? This is a very
simple design that can be customized to look more like its own characteristics of the cat. Regardless of your pet preferences, check out these 14 cleaning tips you need to know. 71/98 Too often, humble pumpkin is taken for granted. We propose to give pumpkin unexpected shine with powder from glue and shiny craft. On your fireplace or front porch, they will shine in the sunlight and shine magically on
candles, in any color you choose. 72/98 This Halloween, try carving something a little different from the classic jack-o-lantern design. We decided to form different designs of the eyebrows of our pumpkins to give them different emotions. 74/98 If you're a big fan of horror movies, recreate your favorite characters on your jack-o'-lantern. Just don't be intimidated when you see the flaming face of the pumpkin
in the moonlight. 75/98 Hosting a Halloween Party or Autumn Is Collected? We have the perfect idea for you! Use pumpkin as a vegetable tray to make a spectacular central slice. All you have to do is carve your pumpkin as usual and carve it to your liking. Be sure to first measure the base of your vegetable dipping bowl so that it fits perfectly into the pumpkin hole. Check out these 24 ways to decorate
your home and yard for Halloween. 77/98 This miniature scene is big on scary fun and is easy to create! Make your own Jack-o'Lantern villa this Halloween. What you'll need: Ceramic houseBlint matte spray paintClied carefully foam pumpkin managed mini LED lightenersfairy garden benchSpice lids on a jar, optionalMosPaintbrushesDirilOcholedet gun This project appeared in country woman magazine.
78/98 Refresh your pumpkin with a bouquet of colorful flowers. Make your carved pumpkin cheerful by inserting the autumn bouquet into a vase that fits tightly into the shell. Arrange the flowers to hide the edge of the vase. Late summer container plants will look cute next to your Halloween vase. 79/98 Too often, the humble pumpkin is taken for granted, decorating for Halloween and other autumn holidays.
We propose to give an unexpected shine of zucchini with dusty dusted On a mantel or at your Thanksgiving table, they will shine in the sunlight and shine magically on candles, in all the colors you choose. Here's what you'll need to do shiny pumpkins: pumpkin (real or artificial)Medium-sized sponge brushTakira glue It shines in the choice of ColorPaper plate This project appeared in country woman
magazine. 80 / 98 Country WomanSweet autumn the freshest shades of white or pale green pumpkins. What you will need: Pumpkin canvas or thin silk leaves (see Note)Decoupage glueSpunga applicatorsSmall straight pins (optional) Note: If the silk leaves are hard or wrinkled, carefully iron with steam before moving in. You can use leaves from your yard. This project originally appeared in Country
Woman magazine. 81/98 Hosting a Halloween Party or Fall Get Together? We have the perfect idea for you! Use pumpkin and some vegetables on skewers to make a spectacular central piece. All you need to do is carve your pumpkin as usual when carving it, enrich a little foam from the inside and place the vegetable skewer sticks artfully inside. Want to learn how to grow your own food? Start a
vegetable garden. 82/98 We have a bright idea! Try different widths of the artist's ribbon to create simple freestyle designs, such as thick vertical stripes or a crisscross pattern. Or tape entire parts of pumpkin and paint in bold colors for a contemporary appearance. Plus: Make your own spray Paint Booth this project originally appeared in Country Woman magazine. 83/98 Family HandymanCarbon tracking
paper is available in most office delivery stores or online. You can use to create custom pumpkin carving patterns. To use carbon tracking paper, simply trace your template on a pencil sheet. Wherever pressure is applied, it is dropped on the pumpkin. (Paper thration is also useful for transferring patterns to wood.) Carefully remove your pattern and tracking paper. The result is clear lines that you can follow
to cut out the shape of your drawing. The complete excision of the pumpkin allows bright light, where only scraping the skin of the pumpkin will emit a softer glow. 85/98 YaJurka/Shutterstock Papoons aren't just about baking pies and carving this autumn - there's a lot of creative things about pumpkins. Try attaching a little artificial courgette to a wire falling wreath of great visitors this autumn. 86/98 Galina
Grebenyuk/ShutterstockThis autumn wreath features acorns, small branches cut, pine cones, chestnuts and a few colorful pops. And if you don't want to stick a nail in the door or siding, here's a smart way to hang it on your door without damaging it. 87 / 98 5 seconds Studio/ShutterstockArachnophobes (those who fear spiders) can be repelled by this Halloween-inspired autumn wreath. But to do it yourself,
buy vine wreath in a crafts store and wrap it in artificial cobwebs and plastic spiders. 89/98 through Country LivingThis dish-inspired wreath can be made with just a few consumables, consumables, Styrofoam, sisal mat and raffia. If you want to go out and paint your door orange (or another color, here's how.) 92/98 via Pink Cricut Do you have a kville? If so, you have a lot of autumn-colored fabric waste that
you could use to make this autumn wreath. And if you do not have a hiding place, just choose a few platters that you like and buy a quarter of each yard. (Be sure to check the balance table for bargains first.) Then use metal, styrofoam or even a pool noodle frame of noodles and tie pieces of fabric into knots around the gum. 95 / 98 yonibunga / ShutterstockThis wreath celebrated autumn using apples in a
traditional pine cone wreath. With the addition of some holly leaves, shiny snowflakes and / or red and green ribbon, this wreath easily turns into the Christmas season. 96/98 Photo: Wreath DepotThis turkey falls wreath will certainly get smiles from your Thanksgiving guests. While working with ribbons and bags, your children create the turkey. Originally published: October 14, 2019 2019
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